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“Mother’s Beauty fills the sphere
Its waves of Bliss save us here”
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All the poems are explained by bringing out the hidden secrets
of Science hitherto not much observed. The serpent power- Kundalini,
six chakras, the various names of Mother and her association with
natural wonders and mysteries like Aurora, lotus flowers, moon phases,
cupid, mother goddess and other aspects are compared with various
mythological deities of other civilizations in the world there by
suggesting the ancientness of Sridevi the Mother of all gods and
goddesses. Footnotes are given where ever necessary compiled from
various sources including wiki .

“Dhyayet padmasanastham vikasitavadanam padmapatrayatakshim
Hemabham pitavastram karakalitalasad hemapadmam varangim
Sarvalankara yuktam satata mabhayadam bhaktanamram bhavanim
Shrividyam shanta murttim sakala suranutam sarva sampatpradatrim”
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(Butterfly Cycle)
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Prologue
Prof (Dr) G R Krishnamurthy*

I happen to read through “Soundarya Lahari” by SriShankaracharya
rendered into English by Dr. L.S.R Prasad. In Sanskrit, the original is an alltime classic. Dr Prasad has translated it, nay transcreated it in English. The
transcreation (in English Poetry) is as natural, as-spontaneous as-mystique
and as-rhapsodic as original! Hence it comes as an authentic transcreation
rather than a translation.
“Soundarya Lahari” is a philosophical, spiritual and mystique
classic, nay treatise. Sri Shankara summarizes the whole process of
“Ananda/Bliss” which is the Sumnum bonum of the Hindu-Life i.e,
Moksha, Liberation/ Nirvana/ Kaivalyam.
Shankara describes the awakening of “ Kundalini”, the serpantine
power which is latent in the human body and mind. The awakening power
starts from Moolathara Chakra and flows through: Swadhistana, Manipura,
Anahatha, Vishuddha, and Ajnaa Chakra,- so as to culminate in reaching
Sahasrara Chakra, which is the thousand petaled one in Cerebrum/ the
penial gland, the third eye. The Sahasrara is the Centre of Divine bliss,
unfailing bliss and nothing but all pervading consciousness, in other words,
the Moksha or the liberation from the life bondages.
All Chakras are situated on the spine from the bottom tip to the
cerebrum. A Chakra is nothing but a whirling vortex of energy at the
conjunction point of the mind and the body. However, Mantra is the
conglomeration of letters or words that have mystique and magical powers.
Same way, Tantra is the procedure of the ritual performed to appease
various deities as per the desires and “states of living” of the human beings.
The whole philosophy of life and the essential elements of life bliss
(Ananda) and beauty (Soundarya) are described in hundred marvelous
poems by Sri Shankara in Soundarya Lahari.
Amazingly, Dr Prasad is a brilliant student of Modern Science and a
gifted surgeon too. For a person of his background, translating “Soundarya
Lahari”, the classic for all times, is a daring into frightening world!
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However, Dr Prasad’s transcreation of the classic has come so well,
which even the seasoned scholars cannot think of to do, such a justice to the
classic. May be it is the gift of intuition and the supreme force that guided
Dr Prasad in this incredible achievement, nay a unique achievement and an
everlasting too.
The appendixes comprise glossary of some critical Sanskrit words and
a note of time division according to Hindu classics and a note on precious
stones which help the reader immensely in understanding the classic in English.
The Culmination in the divine insight of Dr Prasad as a poet is, when he
presents himself as the castaway- the author meaning, he is only an instrument,
a third person, whom the all pervading power chose to accomplish this
transcreation. This humility of the poet is possible only for a “yogi”.

Dr Prasad has done an immense service to all those who have
interest in Indian Philosophy and spirituality, but who cannot read Sanskrit
classics in original. This English version of “SoundaryaLahari” is a
magnum-opus in Indo-Anglian literature.

*Dr G R Krishna holds M.Lit, Ph.D, MSW, Ph.D, D.Adv Mgmt and D. Lit degrees. A
writer of many international awards and recognitions, at present he is the Professor of
Eminence and Founder Director of A.J.Institute of Management , Mangalore, India.
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Dr. Sajja Jayadev Babu, M.Sc.,Ph.D.
Retd. Prof. of Life Sciences,
Sir Theagaraya College (Madras University),
Founder Principal,
Heart Animation Academy, Hyderabad;
Creative Director,
Colorchips India Ltd., Hyderabad.
Animator and Cartoonist

ABOUT THE BOOK
Indian religious thought is believed to have had an unrecorded
beginning and is aptly endorsed in the claim that the ‘Vedas’ or the Hindu
religious scriptures were rendered to holy sages of the distant past through
‘Asareera Vani’ or the voice of the celestials and hence known as ‘Shrutis’.

The sages in their sacred hermitages were far removed from life
and activity of the commoner. As a result their transcendental
experiences, the ‘Sutras’ needed time to spread and this could not happen
without the intervention of scholars and intellectuals, most significantly
preachers and preceptors.
Sankara was destined to be born among the commoners. He had
the divine ordain to take up the holy mission of spreading the message of
the ‘Sutras’, in order that the people may realize the ‘Atman’, ‘Brahman’
and the ultimate reality.
It was the 8th century and the stage was all set for Sankara. The
Indian religious thought had just then come out of a formative phase and
was about to enter the scholastic phase. Sankara did not waste time. He
sought ‘sanyasa’ at a very early age, and approached a mentor for gaining an
in-depth knowledge of the ‘sastras’. His acumen triggered a passion in him
to master the Brahma sutras, Upanishads and Bhagavad-Gita. Within a short
time he began to write commentaries, called the ‘Bhashyas’ which have
progressed to adorn the cusp of Indian philosophical writing.
As he trekked along from place to place, Sankara sought out leaders
of other schools of ‘Vedanta’ and established his philosophy of ‘Advaita’.
Sankara Bhagavatpada or Adi-Sankara or Sankaracharya is revered and
worshipped by scores of disciples who hold the view that the Supreme
Mother, the Parasakthi granted Sankara, Her ‘Darshan’ in appreciation of
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‘Soundarya Lahari’ rendered extemporaneously in chaste Sanskrit. In
other words, all those who read and chant the hymns of Sankara will
derive the blessings of the Goddess in ample measure.
Dr. L.S.R. Prasad gives us the precious experience of understanding the
hymns of Adi-Sankara’s ‘Soundarya Lahari’, in this extraordinary book,”Sri
Sankaracharya’s SOUNDARYA LAHARI, the Waves of Beauty, English
Poetry with Commentary”. While translating Slokas or hymns (also in
Devanagere script with meanings for each Sanskrit word included) in lucid
English, Dr. Prasad adds lustre by using the choicest of words from the wealth
of his vocabulary. He supplements each hymn with a commentary replete with
information which is well researched and documented.

Here is an example:
In one of the hymns (no. 58, p.72) Sankara is captivated by the ‘apanga
vyasango’ meaning stretched eye glances of the Mother Supreme thus:

Aralam te paliyugala-magarajanyatanaye
Na kesa-madhatte kusumasara kodanda-kutukam
Tirascino yatra sravanapatha-mullnyya vilasan
Apanaga vyasango disati sarasandhana dhisanam.
Dr.Prasad’s translation or ‘Trans poetry’ goes like this:
Oh. The great mountain king’s daughter! By observing the
mesmerizing splendour
Of thy earlobes whoever not compare it with the Manmatha’s bow grandeur?
The side glances from your mystic eyes engaged in reaching them, do

they not
Craft an illusion of the flower arrows applied to the bow of the
love God..what?
The last two lines of the stanza testify Prasad’s poetic skills.
In the commentary that follows, Dr.Prasad narrates the story of ‘Kama’
or ‘Manmatha’ and draws comparison with similar Gods from Greek and
Roman mythologies. The book has a plethora of such stories about every God of
the Hindu pantheon and every phenomenon of Arts, Science, Religion,
Philosophy and Culture in the briefest description possible.
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In the hymn 79 (p.93), Sankara admires the ravishing and luxurious
beauty of the Mother. He refers to Her ‘Stanata-bharena’ and ‘Namanmurte’
in awe. Dr. Prasad in his commentary defines the concept of mother and
mother-hood and traces its origin from the Stone Age 25000 years ago and
later its worship by the Sumerians, Babylonians, Phrygians, Syrians,
Lebanese, Greeks, and Romans across the world in time and space.

Thus every hymn of Sankara from 1 to 100 is analysed threadbare
to arouse reader’s curiosity and at the same time appreciate Sankara’s
impeccable Sanskrit phraseology.
Also the book includes a glossary, with meanings to special
phrases, a brief life-history of Sankaracharya, significance of Shri Chakra
and as a bonus, a very useful section at the end that exemplifies the
power of chanting ‘Soundarya Lahari.’
Dr. Prasad has painstakingly gleaned the material from a wide
diversity of sources and has made the book complete in all aspects. In
essence there is no query in the Sankara’s composition that is
unanswered, or a term that is unexplained.
I am indebted to Dr. L.S.R. Prasad for giving me the rare
opportunity of drawing illustrations for the book.
- Dr. S. Jayadev Babu
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Prof. S. SOMASUNDARAM.
Retd. Principal,
Sir Theagaraya College,
Chennai-600021, TN.

SOUNDARYA LAHARI
The arrival of Adi-Sankara was an epochal event of enlightening impact. He
was the poet and the preacher of Advaita philosophy, seeing God in all and all in God.
His poetry divine in origin is the utterance of deep and heartfelt truth. Sankara
preserved with felicity the beauty of the solemn language, Sanskrit. He recorded the
happiest experiences of his mind and revealed the loveliness of the Great Mother.
In a world where men live their lives as if this world were be the-all and end-all,
Sankara answered social questions in religious terms. From celestial centre came his
inspiration. He poured forth spontaneously his songs. The more Sankara felt of poesie, the
more he became like mother in love and power. What a painter does by means of colour
Sankara did with words to picturize the beauty of the benevolent mother from head to foot
in fairest poem. Sankara substantiated Sakthi, the all pervasive plenum continuum.
In fine enthusiasm he rolled his eyes to glance from heaven (head) to earth (foot)
and from earth to heaven to fully view the Mother of all to Whom he owed his existence. To
every man his mother is the most beautiful woman who brought him to the world and gave
him the first taste of milk, music, language and every other good thing. The child begins to
call its mother ‘Amma’, or ‘ma’ and its toothless mouth creases into smile on seeing its
mother. Amma is a word which is one with ‘Om’. Amma means beauty, breast and feeding
milk. Amma is the only one which when properly intoned produces a tear provoking effect.
The great mother’s illustrious acts portrayed by Sankara infuse high rapture. The spirit of
beauty springs up in the words of his poems. It is sweet to drink at his poetic fountain of
‘Soundarya Lahari’, the waves of beauty that weave our way to bliss.

Dear Dr. L.S.R. Prasad,
A poet is born. By nature he comes from his mother’s womb. It is impossible to
devise any scheme of education for the development of poetical geniuses. Sir, I am excited
to read your book. You are a true poet endowed with the picturing power of mind, ability of
rhythmical expression and creative faculty of artistic construction of verses and finding of
elevated and lofty pleasure in the feeling of poesy.
A poetical tempest arose in you and continues to sway the world with its strange
muse in the stirring wind. The scenes your phrases create carry poetic fire. Your poetry is
the language of worship and is in itself strength and joy.
The fame poetry brings lasts for ever. Your good rapture is founded in your literary
work of learned length and it promotes happiness of mankind. The most famouse live in their
songs. Your poetic work will endure. An earthly immortality belongs to your poetic portrayal of
the Great Divine mother’s beauty in English. “SRI SANKARACHARYA’S SOUNDARYA
LAHARI, The Waves of Beauty, English Poetry with Commentary” is a book to remember

for life.

- Prof. SOMASUNDARAM
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SOUNDARYA LAHARI
THE WAVES OF BEAUTY
The master poet, the proponent of Advaitha doctrine, the teacher par
excellence, the philosopher numero uno, the greatest devotee of Sridevi and the
founder of one of the three famous trireligion branches of Hindu philosophy
Sri Sankaracharya
in this incomparable poem of Soundarya lahari lauds the beauty of the Primordial
Mother and explains the non difference between Her and Sadaasiva the Purusha or
parabrahmaan thus proves the essence of the Advaitha doctrine.
These precious gems of poems hundred are perfectly incorporated in the
magnificent gold necklace of Soundarya Lahari. Some experts consider the first 41
poems explain the secrets of the occult science Kundalini hence they mention them
under the heading- Ananda Lahari- the waves of Bliss. As the remaining poems
greately describe the enchanting beauty of the Goddess this partl is called—
Soundarya Lahari. The waves of Beauty.
Many critics like Kaivalyasrama, Bhaskararaya, and Lakshmidhara pundits did
not accept this sort of division and supported the argument that all those poems are
written by Sankaraacharya may be in different times. Sikharinee vruttha is the style
used in all the poems with 17 letters of sanskrit with yathi or separation into 6, 11
letters in two parts. ‘Rasairu thrais chinna ya ma na sa bha la gah’- Sikharinee-

All the poems exude the divine ambrosia in each and every line and the
prime letters being concealed and hidden with such care that all the poems are to
be read and reread with care and devotion to understand them. The silent and
profound reader shall find the mysticness overpowering him sooner he starts
savoring the poesy nectar drop by drop. The warmth of the Mother’s holy presence
slowly comes in to the experience of the devoteful reader who loses himself in the
bliss that he never had a chance prior.
This nature is formed by the various permutations and combinations of the
basic elements five- air, water, fire, earth and sky- represented in various forms of
deities- air- with the yellowish green color of life given by the Sun; waterrepresented with the white color of Siva; fire- with the red color of the energy of
Mother (Hanuma the energetic one also with the same color); Earth- with the
reddish yellow color of Ganesha and sky- with the blue color of Vishnu- and the
idea of consecrating the five idols in temples is based on this secret principle.
The ancient thought process percolated from generations to generations
evolved in to various subliminal principles and rituals and people with various
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perspectives adopted different forms of the divine pair into varied deities
controlling the various portfolios of nature. The staunch believers of various sects
glorified their own idols and ideas and many times belittling the others. Thus in
timeline one thought dominated the remaining ones and ruled the roost. Poets and
philosophers did their own share in establishing their respective views and visions
deeply into the minds of the truth seekers and commoners.
In Kenopanshad it is clearly mentioned that the Mother Uma is the real reason
behind the victory of the five basic elements or deities. The followers or devotees of
Sakthi the energy believe that without her help even the great Siva too can not do any
thing on his own and they worshipped her in various forms of images such as
Katyayani, Vijaya, Kali; Kaapaali, Karaali, Mahaakaali, Chandi, Chaamundi, Durga,
Uma, Kousiki, Kadambavanavaasini, Kaalthaaravaasini; Mahishaasuramardini,
thripurasundari, Lalitha, Aruna, Ambica, Paarvathi, Hymavathi, Raajeswari, Gayatri,
Annapoorna, Para, Chitkala, Samvithkala, Rakthadanthika, Sathakshi, Saakambari,
Bheemadevi, Bharaamari, Durgaadevi, Sailaputhri, Brahmachaarini, Chandraghanta,
Kooshmandaa, Skandamatha, Kaalaraathri, MahaaGouri, Siddhidhathri and other
names in various occasions like navaraatri or nine nights festivals.

Mantra is the conglomeration of letters or words that have mystic and
magical powers. By chanting them it is believed that the deity of that particular
mantra is awakened or called on to the presence of the devotee to bless him and
grant him the wishes. Tantra is the procedure or the ritual performed to appease the
deity. It is science, a mode that expands the knowledge. Vedas are the knowledge
of divine origin and the Aagamas are the tantras that explain the Vedas, themselves
originated in Vedas.
The various tantras of Sakthi are- tantras of saatwika, yamala of raajasa,
daamara of Taamasa. Basically Sakthi tantras are divided in to Koula and Samaya.
Koulas adopted the external worship. They perform various rituals that are
mentioned in to 64 ways which gradually evolved or degenerated in to gory and
unacceptable acts of Kaapaalika, Kshapanika, Digambara, Aghora etc types. Some
worshipped the idols and images, others the genitalia of a beautiful woman
wandering in nude in grave yards, accepting meat, fish, wine, posture and sex with
devotion- ma kaara panchakam‘Matsyo maamamsam cha madyam cha mudraa maithuna meva cha makaara
panchakam jneyam vaamaachaara visaaradaiah’Samaya sect devotees practice the inner path and try to wake up the Kundalini
energy that is in dormant state in Moolaadhaara chakra and lift it up to Sahasraara
to attain the divine bliss.
‘As the salt dissolves in water and camphor in fire, so the self dissolves in the
Eternal’-and that is the essence of the Hindu philosophy.
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- Let this mortal clay be the immortal God.-(Rig Veda VIII-9). With the dawn of
scientific age and the availability of moderen paraphernalia and gadgets the
inevitable correlation and comparison of past knowledge with present scientific
theories opened new vistas in proposing new dimensions in the never ending
human quest in search of truth and utopia.
Here the correlation of six chakras and and the renowned Kundalini energy with
the moderen scientific discoveries shall be mentioned in brief and the noble reader
can go in to the intricacies by consulting the available authorities on the subject.
‘A chakra is a whirling vortex of energy at the conjunction point of the mind and body’

‘Moolaadhaaram guda sthaanam Swaadhishtaanam tu mehanam, Naabhisthu
Manipooraaakhyam, Hrudayaabjam anaahaatham, Taalu moolam visuddhakhyam,
Ajnaa cha nitalaambujam, Sahasraaram Brahmarandhram ityaagama vido viduh’1. Moolaadhaara chakra= Root support or Root chakra- is situated at the base of
the spine in the coccygeal region of gonads and the pelvic plexus. Implicated
with the sexual dysfunctions, sense of smell and the vitality of the legs.
Four petalled, fire red color, Lum beejakshra- prime letter; Saakini deity is the
ruler. Ssa, sha, sa, ha are the letters of the petals. Controls the bones of the body
In this chakra shines the sleeping Kundalini, fine as the fibre of the lotus stalk, like
the spiral of a conch shell, her shining snake- like form goes three and a half times
as a strong flash of young lightning, humming like a swarm of love- mad bees.
2. Swaadhishtaana chakra= one’s own place- balncing the fluids in the body- related
to adrenals, kidneys, and hypogastric plexus. Implicated in anemia, edema, anuria,
polyuria, the vitality of arms and the sense of taste. Controls fat of the body.
Six petalled, reddish yellow, watery nature, Vum beejakshara, Raakini the deity
Ba, bha, ma, ya, ra, la are the six letters; Vishnu also the deity of this chakra

3. Manipoora chakra= ‘gem city’- Solar plexus- the Sun’s place- asso. with
pancreas, spleen, liver. Sometimes it is called as second brain. Implicated with
butterflies in the stomach, ulcers, gall stones, emotions and the vitality of eyes
as and anus. Ten petalled, blue color, Rum as the beejakshara, Dhaakini or
Laakini is the preciding deity. Da, dha, nna, ta, tha, da, dha, na, pa, pha, are the
ten letters. Controls the flesh of the body. Rudra is also the ruler.
4. Anahatha chakra = ‘unstruck sound’- cardiac plexus and thymus gland- mainting
heart and lungs, procreative genital function and tactile response from the skin.
Twelve petals, Yam beejakshara, air nature, Kaakini is the preciding deity
Ka, kha, ga, gha, ijnya, cha, chha, ja, jha, ini, ta, tha, are the 12 letters.
Blood is controlled by this chakra. Sound without touch.
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5. Vishuddha chakra= purity center- asso. With thyroid, parathyroid glands,
pharyngeal plexus, vocal cords, speech disorders, deafness.
Sixteen petalled, white color, sky nature, Hum beejaakshara, Haakini deity
AA, aaa, e, ee, u, uu, ru, ruu, ye, I, o, ou, um, uha are the 16 letters
Sadaasiva is the ruler too, controls the skin of the body.
6. Ajna chakra= command centre- between eye brows, pituitary gland is related to
this chakra. Overseers the ductless glands
Two petalled, Hum, Ksham are the beejaaksharas, yellow color, Haakini
deity Controls bone marrow of the body.
Sahasrara chakra or the thousand petalled one is the cerebrum and also the pineal
gland the third eye. 50 letters in 20 rows are arranged in this center.
When Kundalini the energy rises and flows up from one chakra to another finally
reaching the sahasrara the resulting bliss is indescribable and gives psychic powers or
Siddhis. These powers are beautifully described in Soundarya Lahari – Mooladhara10,41 poems; Swadhishtaan- 39; Manipoora- 40; Anaahatha- 38; Visuddha- 37; Ajna
– 36; Sahasrara- 9.
In between Ajna and Sahasraara, nine more micro chakras are centers are described-1.
moon 2. half-moon, 3. nirodhika- break 4. naada- sound 5. naadaantha- end of the
sound 6. Sakthi- energy 7. vyaapika- emanation 8. samanaa- equal 9. unmanaa- up
Above them is the great aperture or Brahma randhra which is further classified in to
emptiness, total emptiness and void or absolute emptiness.
When the Kundalini power transcends from the Ajna to Sahasrara a series of ten
visions and ten musical sounds emanate in to the devotee as he practices the tantra.
The visual orbs are 1. viyath- sky; 2. tamo- darkness; 3. megha- clouds; 4. vidyuthlightning; 5. taraa- stars; 6. jyothi- light; 7. surya- sun; 8. Chandra- moon; 9. vahnifire; 10. hiranmaya- golden
The musical notes are 1. chini- tinkle bells; 2. chini chini- jingle bells; 3. ghata-temple
bell sounds; 4. sankha- conch sound; 5. tantri- string sounds; 6. taala- cymbal sounds;
7. venu- flute; 8. bheri- kettle-drum; 9. mrudanga- drum; 10. megha- clouds All these
sounds slowly disappear in to the Para sound or the prime sound.
According to yogic philosophy in our body there are 72000 channels that transmit
energy from the spinal cord or Merudanda- brahmadanda. 101 channels are
important in the heart. Sushamna is the prime one that goes up. The total channels
are nadis = 72,72,06,201. in them 14- Sushumna, Pingala, Ida, Saraswathi, Poosha,
Varuna, Hasthijihwa, Yasaswani, Alambusa, Kuhoo, Viswodaara, Thapawani,
Sankhinee, Gandhaara-; Ida- moon channel; Pingala- sun channel flanks Sushumna
left and right sides respectively.-— Darsanopanishad.

To indicate these three nadis or channels the learned men wear the sacred
thread in three rows. The sikha or the tuft of hair indicates the Sahasraara. Tridanda
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indicates the three deities, three glands of Moon, Sun and Fire. They wear
kaashaaya or red color dress and carry kamandala the water pitcher indicating the
Moolaadhaara chakra-— Siddhantha rahasya.
Mantras- magic chant- the clear form of Sound formed either by the fusion of the
letters or by the friction of the things. The prime sound is considered as Kundalini
power which has four forms. 1. Para; 2. Pasyanthi; 3. Madhyma; 4. Vaikhari
Para is situated in Kundalini, from it rises Pasyanthi or Vaama that brings out the
universe. Madhyma is the knowledge taking the form of prime letters or
beejaaksharas and finally Vaikhari dons the forms of the letters in daily use.
Ka ye ee la hreem ha sa ka ha la hreem sa ka la hreem sreem- 16 letter chant. An
example of a magic chant or mantra. Iyem kleem souh- three letter mantra. In
Bhaavanopanishad this body with nine apertures is compared with Sri chakra.
‘Deho devaalayam proktho jeevo devah sanaathanah that tejoth ajnaana
nirmaalyam soham bhaavena poojayeth’
In Samaya school of thought Bindu is the totality of six chakra symbolizing the
principle energy Kundalini rising to reach the Sahasrara chakra the abode of bliss.
Naada or the sound is that accompanies the energy and their union in the Sahasrara
completes the journey.

Koula sect worships the image of the Mooladhaara chakra and they revere the
external shapes in their practices. For them the natural act is the first step to reach
the ultimate happiness.
All these intricacies are beautifully described by Sri Sankaracharya the adept in
Samaya sect in this seminal poem Soundarya Lahari and the enchanting beauty of
the Mother is described in picturesque way in these poems hundred.
I ventured to bring out the glory of that great work close to the reader in
English language. Incidentally he may observe the similarities and nearness of
many Sanskrit words to the original English proving the fact of their place in the
Indo European family of languages. The remaining explanations were given along
with the original and translation poems when and wherever they are necessary.
It is Her kindness that propelled me to start and complete this job and Her
protective arms and Her glances are always with me through out this endeavor.

- Dr. Lanka Siva Rama Prasad
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Precious Stones
“Manikyam dinanayakasya vimalam muktaphalam shitagoh
maheyasya cha vidrumam marakatam saumyasya-garutmakam
devejyasya cha pushparagam sura-achryasya vajram shaneh
nilam nirmalamanyayoshcha gadite gomeda-vaiduryake”
The nine precious gems = superior gems ruby, pearl, blue sapphire, emerald,
diamond; gems= coral, yellow sapphire, hessonite and cat’s eye.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Diamond= Heera-represents Venus or Sukra
Emerald= Panna- represents Mercury or Buddha
Blue Sapphire= Neelam- Saturn or Sani
Pearl= Moti-Moonor Chandra
Ruby= Manik- Sun or Surya
Coral= Moonga- Mars or Mangal
Yellow sapphire= Pushyara- Jupiter or Brihaspati
Hessonite= Gomedh- Dragon’s head or Rahu
Cat’s Eye= Lahsuniya- Dragon’s tail or Ketu

In Soundarya lahari Sridevi’s beauty is compared with the precious gems. In
this chapter a few details about gems and their importance is given to
enlighten the reader.
Agate= type of gem= chalcedony; available in India, Mexico, Brazil; Moh’s
hardness=7 Fortification Agate contains straight or concentric band and moss agate
with black or colored minerals that create fancy images. In the past Agate was
thought to cure Insomnia and bring victory to its owner in the battle field.
Amethyst= type of gem= Quartz; available in Brazil, Uruguay, Europe; Moh’s
hardness=7; may be violet, purple to lavender. People thought it protects the owner
from drunkenness. It is used in the breast plate of the high priest of Israel.
Catherine great in Russia made USSR the primary source of this stone. It is the
astrological stone of Sagittarius and the birth stone of February. Its jewellery is
supposed to bring great peace of mind and the wearer is sensitive and intuitive as
well. It increases the spiritual power.
Aqua marine= type of gem= Beryl; available in India, Brazil, South west frica,
Malaysia, USSR; Moh’s hardness=7-71/2; Pale blue to rich deep blue or green. It
was worn by sailors and travelers for protection and safety. It is the birth stone of
March. It protects the owner from negative forces and grants soothing peace.
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Aventurine=type of gem= quartz; available in India, Brazil, ustralia; Moh’s hardness=5-6 It
contains a green rich mineral Tuchsite. Appears like Jade. It is believed to increase one’s
luck and chances. It is the crystal of harmony promoting eternal joy and piece. Tibetans
decorate the eyes their deity statues to symbolize increased visionary powers.

Black Onyx= type of gem= chalcedony; available in India, Malaysia, Brazil; Moh’s
hardness=6.5; it is known for its layered formations. It gives a stunning effect with
polish of high quality. Onyx is associated with Sagittarius sign to protect from
lonliness and unhappiness. It cools passions and stimulates self control.

Citrine= type of gem= quartz; available in Brazil; Moh’s hardness=7; lemon
colored, confused with Topaz. The color is due to the presence of iron.the pale
yellow stones are the rarest and difficult to get.
Coral= type of gem= calcium and carbonate; available in Haveaiian Pacific region; japan;
Taiwan; Meditterian sea; Moh’s hardness=31/2 -4; white, pink, black and red are popular.it
is the gem stone for Aries sign.it was favoured as healing gem in Egypt, Greek, Roman
empires. It was believed to balance the body, relax the emotions, and mind, promotes a
strong and stable personality. It is secreted by a sea animal called coral polyp that lives in
huge colonies and exudes calcium carbonate deposits. It is an organic gem of the sea. It is
one of the seven treasures in Buddhist scriptures represents nobility and power and is a
symbol of well being and eternity. Italy was the coral kingdom in the past.

In China coral is considered as the National treasure.
In Soundarya Lahari Sridevi’s lips were compared with the beauty of Coral fruits.
Crystal=type of gem= quartz; available in Brazil, Madagaskar; Moh’s hardness=7; The
Greeks named this stone ‘crystal’ or ice. All crystals belong to classes of symmetry of
32 different possible crystal systems. It is the astrological stone of Gemini.
It is also called Kancha mani- glass pearl, billaur or Quartz. It is considered a sub gem of
Venus gem and Diamond. It is transparent. It is found in fire rocks, lime stone and cracks
of granite rocks. It is used in making spects glasses, rosaries. Its distinct quality is cool and
it controls temper. A crystal rosary is considered fruitful for chanting Gayatri mantra.
Diamond=type of gem= pure carbon; available in Brazil, South Africa, India, australia
; Moh’s hardness=10; Diamond comes from the greek word Adama- unconquerable
hardness, dispersion and brilliance. It is the birthstone of April. It is a symbol of power,
success, good fortune and romance. It is a representive gem of Venus. The other names
are heera, vajra, heerak, manivar etc. it is the king of gems.
Emerald= available in Columbia, USSR, Africa, Australia, Brazil; Moh’s hardness=7 -8; It
is a green stone in its perfect form it has no yellow or blue tinge. It is the astrological stone
of Tautus (? Gemini) and the birthstone of May. It grants its wearer natural
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tranquility. It is the gemstone of the universe and has the power to strengthen
perception and insight while stimulating self truth and love. It cures eye diseases
and fever and enhances physical vigor. It eradicates all the Mercury related faults.
Garnet is the stone for Scorpio and birthstone of January. It is a symbol of sociability
Hematite =a mirror like stone for Capricorns, ensures alertness, vivacity and success
Ivory= type of gem= calcium and phosphate; available in India, Africa; Moh’s
hardness=2-3; it comes in white and cream colors. Its source is mainly elephant’s tusk.
Others are Hippotamus teeth, Narwahl, Sea lion, Wild Boar, and fossilized Mammoth.
Prayer beads, rosaries and Netsukes are carved from it. Ivory becomes more beautiful
and shine with polish and human touch. It is said to be a soothing gift.
Jade=type of gem= jadite and nephrite; available in China, Burma, Canada, USA;
Moh’s hardness=7; it is available in brown, yellow, violet and red. The imperial Jade
with its impure green color is the finest quality and resembles polished Emerald.
Chinese believed that this gem quenched thirst and enhances speech quality.
Jasper is a spotted stone, promotes the healing of gastric system and balances endocrines

Lapis Lazuli=type of gem= lazurite; available in Afghanistan, Russia, Chile; Moh’s
hardness=5-6; it is a blue stone of high quality and worth of its weight in gold in
ancient times. Mined for over 6000 years in Afghanistan, it is used in cosmetics by
the Chinese, a painting pigment by Greeks and Russians. The tomb of Tutan
Khamen contained a wealth of Lapis Lazuli symbolizing the might of Gods. It is
associated with Aquarius. It stimulates wisdom and truthfulness.
Malachite= light green, Emerald green to black green colors, shell like formation; it is
popular with ancient Egyptians as early as 4000 BC. Greeks and Romans used this
stone for Jewelery, amulets, and powder for eye shades. People believed it cured
vomitings and protects children from witches. It is associated with Sagittariys sign. It is
believed to enhance visionary powers, improves persona and promotes inner peace and
hope. It is said it breaks in to two pieces to warn its owners of dangers ahead.
Obsidian= is a volcanic glass named after a Roman Obsius, has a range of colors from
black, grey, brown and green with white color burst. Red Indians believed that earth cried
when Apache warriors died in battles producing eye drops that transformed into ObsidianApache tears. It is a protective stone to prevent emotional draining from others. Aztecs
used obsidian knives in sacrificial rites to pull out the volunteer’s beating heart from his
chest as offering to their Sun god. It is said that one should not exchange this stone with
another since it protect only the owner from outside interferences.
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Opal= it is called the queen of gems and the stone of hope, positive action and
achievement. Much folklore of negativeness and bad luck surrounds this gem.
Pearl= it is believed that pearls are in circulation for the last 6000 years. The value of the
pearl is based on color, luster, translucency, texture, shape and size.they are formed in the
bivalve sea mollusk. The month of June and Gemini are associated with Pearl. It is said to
promote antibodies and fight infections. The inner nacreous layer of a mollusk shell which
has iridescent play is called Mother of pearl. Fresh water pearle are popular for their beauty
and luster, found in mountain streams and rivers. Mabe pearls are large half pearls also
called blister pearls formed against the inner part of the shell.

Peridot= in ancient times it was mined only at night. It is olive or golden green in
color. It prevents personal darkness from fears and guilts. It is the stone for Leo,
and birthstone of August. It is often called olivine because of its color.
Ruby=The finest Ruby is the Burmese one called as pigeon’s blood. It is most
valuable of all gemstones. Mynamor is called house of rubies. It is called Manikya,
lal, padmaraga, lohit, shonratna, kuruvind, sogandhik, rugal, yakut etc. the five
kinds of rubies are neelagandhi, jamunia, padmarag, saugandhik and kuruvind.
Sapphire= Blue sapphire is the birth stone of September and is the stone for
Aquarius. It is the gem of destiny, contributes to mental quality and clarity,
perception and wisdom. It is honored as the stone of prophecy and wisdom.
Turquoise= it is the national gem of Iran. It symbolizes health. It is said to turn yellow
on befalling of diseases and its color fades completely on the death of its owner. But if
a healthy person wears it, its original color comes back. This gem is effective when it is
presented by someone. It is the stone of Pisces and birthstone for December.
“Manikyam taraneh sujatyamamalam muktaphalam shitagoh
maheyasya cha vidrumao nigaditah saumyasya-garutmakam
devejyasya cha pushparagam asura-achryasya vajram shaneh
nilam nirmalamanyayoshcha gadite gomeda-vaiduryake”
1) Ruby for the Sun, 2) Pearl for the Moon,3) Coral for Mars, 4)
Emerald for Mercury, 5) Yellow sapphire for Jupiter,

6) Diamond for Venus, 7) Blue sapphire for Saturn,
8) Hessonite for Rahu (the ascending node of the Moon)
9) Cat’s eye for Ketu (the descending node of the Moon), these
gems must be high-born (top quality) and flawless. –[ Mani-mala.]
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(wiki)
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NOTES ON WAVES=
Modern scientific thought- Philosophy- Ancient Wisdom— in all 100 poems—1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Mother as Power or Energy that propels the matter
Dalton’s Atomic theory, Kanada’s Vaiseshika, Kapila’s Sankhya similarities
Para and Apara Vidyas of Apara Vidyas—Mundakopanishad
Sridevi and her attributes
The churning of milky ocean
The famous similar poem from Bhojarajeeyam
The evolution of purusha from nature
Mandira mantra of Maha yoga system- the poem reminds similar one in
Bhagavatha 8th skandha describing the palace of the Lord of lords- aa moola..
Six chakras and the Kundalini serpent
The serpent and Kekule’s Benzene ring and Freud’s theories
The prime elements for creation
The celestial Nymphs- Krutasthala, Punjikasthala, Menaka, Sahajanya,
Pramlocha, Anumlocha, Ghrutaachi, Viswaachi, Poorvajithi, Tilottama,
Rambha—Linga purana; Manjughosha, Urvasi, Sukesi, Paathasootha,
Mahabhaga, Devi, Devarshitha, Alambusha, Misrakeli, Vidyutparna,
Aruna, Rakshitha, Manorama, Kesini, Subahu, Suratha, Suraja
Maadana prayoga or the magic chant to gain desired partner
The Moon year theory
Saaraswatha prayoga or the magic chant to become poet
Vaagbhavakoota magic chant to enable one to write explicit poetic lines.
Vasini and other lesser deities
Urvasi and Apsaras and Valkyries in Norse mythology
Maadana prayoga or the magic chant to over power the desired ones
Garuda prayoga or the magic chant to remove snake poison
The microform of Sridevi
The four types of Mukti or Salvation.
Arthanareeswara and modern embryological theory
Creation and annihilation and Big- bang theory
Satva- Rajas- Tamo= Carbohydrates- proteins- fats
Brahmanda or Elm
Samaya worship- Chandra gnana vidya
Thatanka mahima or ear ring power
The queen’s palace
The eight super human powers or Ashta Siddhis
The 64 tantras
Hadi and Kadi mantra or the magic chants
Kadi worship
Navaatmas or the nine soul formations
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Bindu and the modern theory of implosion and explosion
The 64 rays of Ajna chakra
The 72 rays of Visuddhi chakra
The eighteen sciences; the 54 rays of Anahatha
The 62 rays of Swadhishtana
The 52 rays of Manipoora
The 56 rays of Moolaadhara or root chakra and Koula sect theory
The Rainbow in various mythologies
Clouds and Rainbows- Solar and Lunar
Aruna and Aurora
The Lotus flowers
The Moon and its phases
Manmatha and Cupid
Three eyes and three fires
Akekara or the eight kinds of the glances of women
Navarasa or the nine emotions
The self combustion of Sathi
The colors and attributes
The third eye and Pineal gland and black Melatonin
The three rivers
The time line and Maha samkalpa
The carp fish and Sridevi eyes
The Moon and its importance
Kama and Eros the Cupid
Manmatha or Kama
Sarvaani and Vani
Famous types of pearls and their origins
Corals, Coccinia and Sridevi’s nose
Chakora the Bartavelli bird
Japaa pushpa or the Hibiscus flower
The household of Sridevi
The four types of Vaak or Speech
Her chin and the mirror
Nataraja and the dance supreme
The tradition of tying Knots in Marriage ceremonies
The five heads of Brahma
The lac color
The story of Skanda and Vinayaka
The wives of Vinayaka and Skanda
The pearls and their importance
The Dravida sisu or the child of Dravida land
The wives of the Love god
Kaalindi river and the hair line
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78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

The river Ganges
The fertility goddesses all over the world
Her slender waist
The marriage gifts
Her beautiful thighs and legs
Her calves and toes
Her Lotus feet
Dohada kriya or helping the plants to bloom
The gentle kick- a similar idea is imparted by Thimmana in his
Parijathapaharanam – Jalajaathana….
87. Her divine feet
88. Her tender skin over her elegant feet
89. Chandi and her enemies
90. The six legged bee
91. Her stylish walk
92. The bed posts and the cot
93. The passion
94. The Magna mater
95. The eight great powers or Ashta Siddhis
96. The uniqueness of Sridevi
97. Maha maaya or the greatest illusion
98. The poets Kalidas and Mooka kavi
99. The four types of Mukti in detail
100. Her blessings
101. The mirror at Sridevi feet- 93A
102. The Saaroopya Mukti- 97A
103. The prayer
It has become an established practice of all Hindu streams, from various Yoga to
Tantra to do mantra japa. It involves repetition of a mantra over and over again,
usually in cycles of auspicious numbers (in multiples of three), the most popular
being 108 . Any shloka from holy Hindu texts like the Vedas, Upanishads,
Bhagavad Gita, Yoga Sutra, Soundarya lahari, even the Mahabharata, Ramayana,
Durga saptashati or Chandi are considered powerful enough to be repeated to great
effect, and have therefore the sta-tus of mantra. To attain single-mindedness,
repetition of mantra’s has to be done in the following ways: [wiki]



Mantra Yoga (chanting) 
Japa Yoga: 
o Vaikhari Japa (speaking)
o Upamsu Japa (whispering or humming)
o Manasika Japa (mental repetition)
o Likhita Japa (writing)
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It is said that through japa the devotee attains one-pointedness, or extreme focus,
on the chosen deity or principal idea of the mantra. The vibrations and sounds of
the mantra are considered extremely important, and thus reverberations of the
sound are supposed to awaken the Kundalini or spiritual life force and even
stimulate chakras according to many Hindu schools of thought. [wiki]
The Power of SOUNDARYA LAHARIThe slokas in Soundarya lahari are said to be powerful and the chanting of individual
sloka has its own effect and the effects observed by ancients are given in brief…………..

Ananda Lahari (The waves of bliss)
1. To understand God and ultimate truth
2. To attract all the world
3. To Attain knowledge
4. To remove fears, to cure diseases
5. To attract sexes to each other
6. To get sons as progeny
7. To visualize the Goddess in person, to gain victory over enemies
8. To avoid rebirth
9. To gain eight types of wealth- ashta siddhi
10. To get strong physique, virility
11. To beget good progeny,
12. To make a dumb man speak
13. To gain victory in the matters of love
14. To survive famine, dacoity and epidemic
15. To write poems and ability to become scholar
16. To become master of Vedas
17. To gain mastery over words, knowledge of science
18. To gain victory in love
19. To be victorious in love
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20. To Cure all poisons and all fevers
21. To make everyone happy
22. To get all powers
23. To become rich and famous
24. To drive away the fear of evil spirits [Bhootha, Pretha and Pisachas]

25. To get higher posts and power
26. To vanquish enemies
27. To realize self and ultimate truth
28. To remove the fear of poison, and untimely death
29. To avoid miscarriages, bad people
30. To enter in to another body [ parakaya pravesa]
31. To attract everything
32. To gain long life,
33. To obtain all benefits
34. To develop mutual liking
35. To cure Tuberculosis
36. To Cure all diseases
37. To drive away evil spirits
38. To cure childhood diseases
39. To visualize the dreams
40. To receive blessings from Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity
41. To see the Goddess in person,
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Soundarya Lahari (The waves of beauty)
42. To cure water born diseases
43. To be victorious
44. To cure illnesses
45. To gain the power of vaksuddhi- word becoming a fact
46. To beget a son
47. To gain viictory in all efforts
48. Navagraha santhi-( to alleviate problems created by nine planets)

49. To locate hidden treasures
50. To cure small pox
51. To attract people
52. To cure diseases of ears and eye
53. To visualize Goddess in pe rson)
54. To be relieved of all sins
55. To cure kidney diseases
56. To get freed from imprisonment
57. For all round luck
58. To cure from all diseases
59. To attract opposite sex
60. To give power of speech to dumb, to make predictions come true

61. To become prosperous
62. To get sound sleep
63. To bewitch all
64. To gain knowledge
65. To have control over words
66. To gain word power and mastery in music
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67. To visualize the glory of the Goddess
68. To gain favours from the king or government
69. To be proficient in music
70. To gain favors from God Shiva
71. To get wealth
72. To conquer fear of darkness
73. For the benefit of lactating mothers
74. To get name and fame
75. To get the ability to write poems
76. To contemplate complete renunciation
77. To gain inner sight
78. To cnquer the universe)
79. To master magic
80. To become beautiful
81. To stop fire accidents
82. To stop flood and water calamities
83. To stop enemy army at bay
84. To get redemption, parakaya pravesa- entering into another’s body

85. To remove fear of ghosts
86. To remove fear of ghosts, to gain victory over enemies
87. To win over serpents
88. To make wild beasts obey
89. To get rid of all diseases
90. To remove bad spells
91. To get land and riches
92. To get the power to rule
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93. To fulfil desires
94. To get things desired
95. To fulfil one’s wishes
96. To gain knowledge and wealth
97. To purify the soul
98. To become master over words
99. To attain ultimate bliss
100.To possess all occult powers
It is said that once Adi Shankara visited Kailash to worship Shiva and Parvathi. There,
the Lord gave him a manuscript containing 100 verses which described the many facets of the Goddess, as a gift to him. While Shankara was returning after visiting
Kailash, Nandi stopped him on the way. He snatched the manuscript from him, tore it
into two, took one part and gave the other to Shankara. Shankara, desolate, ran to Shiva
and narrated the incident to him. Shiva, smiling, commanded him to retain the 41
verses with him as the initial part of the 100 verses and then, write an additional 59
verses in praise of the Goddess himself. Thus, verses 1 - 41 are the original work of
Lord Shiva, shedding great light on the ancient rituals of Tantra, Yantra and various
powerful Man-tras. The remaining verses, i.e. 42-100 are composed by Adi Shankara
himself, which mainly focuses on the appearance of the Goddess. All the 100 verses
are collectively known as ‘Soundarya Lahari’. [wiki]

I tried my best to bring out in brief various similarities in the customs and practices
of various religions to the notice of the reader. The bibliography given in the end
may be of immense help to those who wish to know the details and enrich their
knowledge. The Mother’s blessings and guidance shall be always with them.
— LANKA SIVA RAMA PRASAD
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